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The End Game : The Zero-tax Investor & Inbound US Investment with Old Treaties
John Bradshaw
It is stated US Treasury policy to insert a limitation on benefits (“LOB”) article in all US income tax treaties. A country which refused in the long run to include such an article would find its US income tax treaty terminated. We are in the twilight zone. Nevertheless, there are still a few  opportunities for a zero-tax investor, say in Bermuda, to access some third country US income tax treaties and make an inbound 100% equity investment into a US operating subsidiary in a tax effective manner, at least short term. Short term may even be thru the decade. For inbound investment into countries other than the United States, readers should consult The Holding Company and the Zero-tax Investor by Milton Grundy, ITPA Journal, May 2000 and the very helpful  book of the same name. Our focus here, on the other hand, will be solely on structuring dividends from the US operating subsidiary since 2003, using old US tax treaties which do not as yet contain limitation on benefits (“LOB”) articles. (Shareholder interest-bearing debt financing US operations from a zero-tax jurisdiction will be  addressed only in passing. This runs up against both thin capitalisation rules in Internal Revenue Code section 163(j) and anti-conduit back-to-back loan regulations.)  
We shall first sketch an effective but short-term inbound equity structure, from a zero-tax jurisdiction,  into the United States, using Hungary in combination with  Luxembourg. This should live thru at least 2005. Second, we shall outline improvements which can be made using a longer-life Polish/Cyprus inbound equity structure, once these countries join the European Union on May 1, 2004. In addition, we will consider what comes next (Romania?) and last, as most US  treaties come to have LOB articles. Along the way, we shall address infusing the structure with substance, to blunt the impact of  non-statutory business purpose tests.
If a zero-tax company, say in Bermuda, receives dividends directly from a US operating subsidiary, it suffers the 30% non-treaty rate of US withholding tax, up to the earnings and profits of the US company. 
Zero-tax company - US operating company 
We assume the zero-tax investor cannot avail himself of public company or headquarters companies or active business exceptions in LOB articles in recent US tax treaties. For now, we  also assume the zero-tax investor is neither an EU resident nor a NAFTA resident. The implications of relaxing this residency assumption to circumvent US LOB clauses will be considered briefly at the end. Finally, we assume the zero-tax investor does not wish to consider a synthetic equity swap, perhaps because the tax result is uncertain or because of tax shelter disclosures.
There are a few remaining US tax treaties which do not contain LOB articles. These include those with Hungary, Romania, Poland, Greece, Pakistan, the Philippines and some former Soviet Socialist Republics. There are also a few US tax treaties which have antiquated holding company prohibitions, including those with Iceland, Norway, Egypt, Morocco, Trinidad & Tobago and Korea. We focus on EU countries on these lists, as typically dividends from operating subsidiaries can have favourable treatment under the relevant treaty and can be passed around the European Union tax free in virtue of the EU Parent/Subsidiary Directive. In addition, there are tax-effective techniques for repatriating profits out of the European Union to a zero-tax jurisdiction.
Hungary and Iceland provide short-term options for the zero-tax company to make an equity investment in a US operating subsidiary perhaps thru 2005 or even 2006. No treaty meetings have been held by the United States with Hungary or Iceland since 2002. The Hungary treaty negotiations never seem to make any  progress. Some say the US Treasury is not in any rush, and will rely on court cases to deal with Hungary. If true, which I doubt, this would be an expensive and hazardous hit-and-miss approach to US policy. It would increase the importance of the substance discussed below. The US treaties with Korea, Pakistan, Trinidad & Tobago are also in renegotiation. 
Iceland is more complicated than Hungary, because of the holding company provision in its US treaty, so we shall focus on Hungary. The rate of US withholding tax on a dividend from a US operating subsidiary to a 100% Hungarian-incorporated parent company is 5% in the US treaty. There is no LOB article. The US dividend would not be subject to corporate income tax in Hungary, whether or not the investor has a Hungarian offshore company (“HOC”) licence – with its lower 3% (going to 4%) corporate income tax rate. No HOC licenses are being issued after January 1, 2003.  
Zero-tax company - Hungary – United States
Dividends paid by a Hungarian company to a zero-tax jurisdiction attract the 20% non-treaty rate of Hungarian withholding tax. Usually, a Netherlands and/or a Luxembourg holding company would be interposed between Hungary and the zero-tax jurisdiction, to reduce this Hungarian dividend withholding tax to 5%.  
The use of shareholder or third party interest-bearing debt to finance the US shares in the Hungarian company would, from a US perspective, add risk: it creates a possible conduit or on-pay  obligation, opening an avenue to a line of US court cases, some unhelpful. Their impact can be diminished by retaining US dividends in Hungary for a reasonable time and – to a certain extent – reinvesting some down the ownership chain from Hungary. The Hungarian company needs to have activity and substance and hold perhaps all other EU/NAFTA investments in addition to the US shares. It is helpful to have some non-US income and to pay some corporate income tax in Hungary. There is as yet no broad US statutory business-purpose test in the Internal Revenue Code; however, there is at least one 2001 court case, Del Commercial Properties, with very bad facts, where an international financing transaction has been successfully challenged for having no business purpose other than the US tax benefit. The opposite result occurred with better facts in the  NIPSCO case. In the US context, the US tax treaty will not necessarily protect the foreign taxpayer from US court decisions or later domestic US tax legislation. It is possible a statutory business purpose test with undefined limits will pass into US tax law one day and also – unfortunately – override earlier US treaties. This is a greater threat to inbound US tax planning than conflicting court cases. Would the US litigate with a taxpayer with good facts, using a tax treaty soon to be history? Taxpayers with a Hungarian offshore licence (which expire at the end of 2005) are not able to conduct business inside or invest in Hungary but can invest from there. 
In summary, from a US perspective, the Hungarian company should be stuffed with substance and equity-financed from another country, for example, the Netherlands or Luxembourg.
Zero-tax company - Luxembourg - Hungary – United States
The Luxembourg entity would typically be a taxable holding company, entitled to treaty benefits, and not a 1929 tax-exempt company. The Hungarian dividends would not be subject to corporate income tax in the Netherlands nor in Luxembourg, by virtue of participation exemptions. Dividends paid out of Luxembourg to a zero-tax jurisdiction would attract 20% withholding tax (25% from the Netherlands). However, interest can be paid free of withholding tax, and, typically, the Luxembourg company would be largely but not completely financed with shareholder interest-bearing loans from the zero-tax jurisdiction. 
Zero-tax company – Luxembourg/The Netherlands - Hungary – United States 
(Shareholder Debt)
In the past, we  have shareholder debt-financed and leveraged a Netherlands Antilles company, written its assets up to fair value, and continued it into Luxembourg under Luxembourg corporate law. The way out of the European Union is currently repayment of interest and principal in the Luxembourg company on shareholder loans from the zero-tax jurisdiction. Once all Luxembourg shareholder debt has been repaid, the Luxembourg company is liquidated to repatriate the remaining earnings. Liquidation is done free of withholding tax out of Luxembourg. Partial liquidations in favor of different shareholders of the same zero-tax based group can also be considered. A Netherlands company liquidation to a zero-tax jurisdiction would not be free of 25% Dutch withholding tax. From a US perspective, the debt obligation in Luxembourg is removed from the immediate US holding company by an equity block. 
Again, if the Luxembourg entity is to be respected from a US or even a foreign tax perspective, it should mix, retain and not match cash flows into and out of the company. It would also be advisable for the Luxembourg company to have some other activity and rationale e.g. a Luxembourg captive insurance subsidiary or group financing activity. 
The immediate tax cost of repatriating US dividends thru this Hungary/Luxembourg structure is 5% US withholding tax, plus 5% Hungarian withholding tax on 95% of the net remaining dividends i.e. a total 9.75% ongoing tax cost. Setup tax costs will be minimal. One percent Luxembourg capital tax would apply on the minimal equity portion of the financing of the Luxembourg company on continuance into Luxembourg. However, some tax savings will need to be invested in substance in Hungary and Luxembourg. 
Once Hungary joins the European Union on May 1, 2004, Hungarian subsidiary dividends paid to the Luxembourg parent will be free of withholding tax, reducing the ongoing tax cost of the Hungary/Luxembourg structure to the 5% US withholding tax. 
This structure is unstable if the US operating company continues to generate profits. Once the Luxembourg company is liquidated, the zero-tax based investor may transfer his Hungarian shares, again at fair value, to a new shareholder-debt financed Netherlands Antilles subsidiary. It is continued into Luxembourg, to repeat debt repayment and liquidation. The Luxembourg substance also has to be replicated.

Zero-tax company - Luxembourg - The Netherlands - Poland - United States 
(Shareholder Debt) 
Where does the zero-tax inbound investor to the United States go after the insertion of an LOB article in the Hungarian treaty with the United States? I believe the next option is Poland. It is not on the list of countries with which the United States has expressed an interest in renegotiating the tax treaty. If the United States notified Poland today, it is likely that a new tax treaty would not clear the Senate and come into force for five years. There is time to repay the required investment in substance. There is no LOB article in the US/Polish tax treaty. Dividends paid by a US subsidiary to a Polish-incorporated parent company would be eligible for the 5% US withholding tax rate. Poland joins the European Union on May 1, 2004.
The US subsidiary dividends would be included in taxable income in the Polish parent company. Some Polish tax treaties exempt the foreign subsidiary dividends from Polish corporate income tax – for example, the treaties with Ireland and Luxembourg. The US treaty does not do so. Effective 2004, the Polish corporate income tax rate is reduced to 19%. Since January 1, 2001, Poland gives a credit against Polish corporate income tax (19%) for underlying foreign corporate income tax (say US 20%) for the year on the profits from which the US dividend was paid and also for the foreign dividend withholding tax (5%). The foreign tax credit cannot exceed the Polish corporate income tax liability for the year. There is no carry-forward of unused foreign tax credits. The Polish parent company has to own 75% of the foreign subsidiary, which must also be in a treaty country. The foreign dividend cannot be a liquidation dividend. 
A tax ruling is available and would be advisable in Poland on the mechanics of applying the foreign tax credit. Depending on the effective US corporate income tax rate, the US subsidiary dividend would be likely to be fully sheltered from the 19% Polish corporate income tax. Many US corporate taxpayers are at a 20% US effective tax rate. All the same substance issues arise with Poland as with Hungary. In particular, if Poland is used to hold the US shares, it should not be interest-debt financed, as this creates an on-pay obligation. It would be wise to retain US dividends in Poland for a reasonable time and reinvest some at least from Poland. It would be helpful to stagger payments and amounts up the structure. It would be helpful from a US perspective to have almost all EU/NAFTA investments in addition to the US shares made by the Polish company, to have activity or real estate in that country and to pay some Polish corporate income tax or other tax. The substance will mitigate risk from a US perspective, encouraging  the Service – at worst – to negotiate and settle rather than litigate. Interest expense in foreign companies used to shelter other foreign income from tax should be isolated from the holding of the US shares.
Dividends paid by a Polish subsidiary to a 100% Netherlands parent company will attract zero % Polish withholding tax under the protocol to the new Dutch treaty effective 2004, even prior to Poland joining the European Union on May 1, 2004. A Netherlands company would be inserted over the Polish company, since the non-treaty rate of Polish withholding tax on dividends is 15%. Typically, a shareholder debt-financed Luxembourg taxable holding company would be placed on top of the Netherlands company, the Luxembourg company being liquidated free of withholding tax when necessary. Luxembourg liquidation remains a tax-effective exit.

Zero-tax company - Cyprus - The Netherlands - Poland – United States 
	A more exotic variation would be  attempting to access the 5% dividend withholding tax rate  in the Mauritius tax treaty with Luxembourg. I have not seen this used in practice.
Once Cyprus joins the European Union on May 1, 2004, it will not be necessary to use a Luxembourg liquidation to repatriate earnings out of the European Union to a zero-tax jurisdiction. Cyprus has amended its tax laws to accommodate the European Union, including the introduction a 10% corporate income tax rate. It will still be possible, after May 1, 2004, to pay dividends out of Cyprus – i.e. out of the European Union – to a zero-tax jurisdiction free of withholding tax. This cannot be done with the Netherlands or Luxembourg or most other EU countries. Luxembourg would require a liquidation. The United Kingdom is a curious exception to this rule. Dividends can be paid out of the United Kingdom and hence out of the European Union to a zero-tax jurisdiction free of UK withholding tax. Hence, one could consider the possibility of a zero-tax investor using a UK holding company to invest in a US operating subsidiary (see below).
A company incorporated  in Cyprus is not automatically resident in Cyprus. The management and control needs to be in Cyprus to qualify for Cyprus treaty benefits. This is a change from the Cyprus international business corporations (IBC’s) which were resident automatically in Cyprus. (Note: it is not possible to continue a foreign company into Cyprus under current Cyprus corporate law.) 
Dividends paid by a Dutch or Polish or other EU subsidiary to a 100% Cyprus parent company should be free of withholding tax after May 1, 2004, when Cyprus joins the European Union. Cyprus has introduced a participation exemption on dividends from plus 1% equity investments. The EU subsidiary dividends would be exempt from the new 10% Cyprus corporate income tax and also from the 15% Special Defence Tax (“SDC”), provided the EU subsidiary dividend is not out of foreign low-taxed investment income. 
It appears to be an open question, whether real estate income is investment income for SDC purposes. It will not be necessary to finance the Cyprus company with shareholder debt, in order to repatriate earnings thru the European Union to the zero-tax jurisdiction. Interest expense to finance tax-exempt dividends from EU participations would not in any case be tax deductible in Cyprus. From the perspective of the EU subsidiary, in particular, it would be helpful to have some substance in Cyprus, to avoid an abuse challenge. Other EU assets could be held from Cyprus. A building might be acquired in Cyprus. The structure should be allowed to age like wine before use. In addition, the location of the family office could be reviewed as well as which activities can be relocated into an EU branch held by the Cyprus company.
The ongoing tax cost of the Polish/Cyprus holding company structure will be 5% US withholding tax, once we reach May 1, 2004. Set-up tax costs are minimal in both Poland and Cyprus. Malta can also be considered in place of Cyprus. Malta joins the European Union on May 1, 2004. But the Netherlands and Poland will still be needed: Malta has no tax treaty with the United States, and the US/Cyprus tax treaty contains an LOB article. Cyprus will replace Luxembourg as the top EU holding company in many inbound EU structures from May 1, 2004. 
One day there will be a limitation on benefits article in the US/Polish treaty. I suspect  attention will then turn to Romania, if that US treaty still has no LOB article. There is no treaty negotiation scheduled with the United States, and there is no LOB article in the present treaty. The rate of US withholding tax on subsidiary dividends to a Romanian parent company is 10%. The dividend from the foreign subsidiary is included in taxable income of the Romanian parent, but there is a credit for foreign taxes against 25% Romanian corporate tax. Romania has a 10% non-treaty rate of withholding tax on dividends to zero-tax jurisdictions. There is a zero percent withholding tax for subsidiary dividends in the Romania/Netherlands treaty, with some “arranged or maintained” language to navigate. This may be an avenue, since Romania will not be joining the European Union on May 1, 2004. When it  joins the European Union, Romania will merit more consideration – after Poland – from a US perspective. Greece will probably merit a review as well. Unless there is a very broad business-purpose test introduced into US tax statutes, the zero-tax based investor can expect to use some combination of Hungary, Poland and Romania thru the decade, which time frame goes to recovery of the cost of the suggested substance .
When every acceptable potential EU country  has a US tax treaty with an LOB article, where will the zero-tax inbound US investor go? The first of many difficulties with the non-European countries – Pakistan, the Philippines and ex Soviet Republics – left on our list of US treaties with no LOB articles, will be sheltering the US dividend from local taxation, without inserting interest expense in the holding company. A hybrid instrument comes to mind. The non-tax issues in dealing with these countries are even more formidable.
Certainly, just prior to the expiry of the last US treaty without an LOB article, the zero-tax investor could consider a US dividend in kind, in the form of a shareholder note payable, cleaning out his remaining US retained earnings on both a book and tax basis. The dividend will be subject to the 5% or 10% US treaty rate of withholding tax in force. It would be advisable to structure the US dividend in kind as part of a recapitalization and/or refinancing of the US company, in order to infuse the transaction with a business purpose. 
The dividend in kind shareholder note payable would be shuffled thru the structure to the zero-tax jurisdiction or the structure first collapsed. Interest expense paid on the new shareholder debt to the zero-tax investor will attract the 30% non-treaty rate of US withholding tax, but save US corporate income tax at 20% perhaps, provided the interest expense is within the limits prescribed by the Code section 163(j) statutory thin capitalisation rules. If so, we have created a net deductible dividend at an effective 10% US withholding tax rate. The debt principal will come out tax free to the zero-tax jurisdiction. The alternative is bank debt financing one last large cash dividend out of the US subsidiary, collateralized after review of the anti-conduit regulations.
The zero-tax investor might also consider tackling the limitation on benefits article exceptions in the new US/UK and US/Luxembourg tax treaties for EU and NAFTA residents. It is not clear whether these can be made to work. It will be certainly be more complicated. One example would be a zero-tax  investor who is resident but not domiciled in the United Kingdom. As mentioned, there is no withholding tax on dividends out of the United Kingdom and hence out of the European Union. Could he navigate the new US/UK treaty conduit and LOB article to access in a tax effective manner the 5% US dividend withholding tax rate as a resident of the United Kingdom with his chain of holding companies, some UK resident, some not?
A variation would be a UK resident individual domiciled in Bermuda attempting to use the derivative treaty benefits in article 24(4) of the US/Luxembourg tax treaty for dividends from his US operating company in virtue of the new US/UK tax treaty. He is an EU resident for this purpose, it would appear, and would establish a Luxembourg holding company for his US shares. Again, it is not certain whether this can be made to work to access the 5% US dividend withholding tax rate in the new US/Luxembourg tax treaty. The Canada/US tax treaty also has derivative treaty benefits so  a zero-tax based investor might investigate US inbound investment via a Dutch/Canadian connection.
Another interesting but non-EU case is a zero-tax jurisdiction investor, say based in Bermuda, who is also a Swiss lump sum taxpayer. There has been provision for individuals who are lump sum taxpayers to use some Swiss tax treaties (including, perhaps Germany and the USA), provided the treaty-protected income is as well recognized for tax purposes in Switzerland, and it may be worth doing so in certain cases, depending on the difference in rates and the financing shelter in the Swiss holding company.

